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LOCALLY DETERMINED FUNCTIONS
AND ALPERIN'S CONJECTURE
JACQUES THEVENAZ
Nos codes, nos ambitions, noire politique sont inspires
de notions fortement, puissamment locales
(Paul Valery)
For a fixed prime number p, Alperin's conjecture asserts essentially that the
function k{G) — z{G) should be /^ -locally determined, where k(G) is the number of
absolutely irreducible representations of a finite group G in characteristic zero, and
z(G) is the number of those representations whose dimension is a multiple of \G\p,
the /7-part of the order of the group. Equivalently, the conjecture also says that
the function l(G) — z(G) should bep-locally determined, where l(G) is this time the
number of absolutely irreducible representations of G in characteristic/?, and z(G) is
the number of those representations which are both simple and projective modules
over the group algebra, in other words the number of blocks of G of defect zero (this
number z(G) is well known to be equal to the one defined above).
We first consider the question of a precise mathematical definition of /Mocal
determination. We give a combinatorial definition involving all subgroups of G and
proceed to show that any function/on the poset of subgroups of G, which is constant
on conjugacy classes of subgroups, decomposes uniquely as the sum of two functions
f = fp+fp; where/p is /^ -locally determined and/p. vanishes on /Mocal subgroups
(where by definition, any subgroup H such that OV{H) # 1 is called a /7-local
subgroup). This can be viewed as a decomposition of functions into a /?-part and a
//-part. For instance the />-part of the constant function/= 1 is the characteristic
function of subgroups of order divisible by p . We have various results on /^-locally
determined functions which involve the simplicial complex of non-trivial/^-subgroups
introduced by K. S. Brown. In particular there are explicit formulae for finding the
/7-part and the //-part of a function, which find their origin in the work of R. Knorr
and G. Robinson [9].
It is well known that the above function z vanishes on /7-local subgroups and it
turns out that Alperin's conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that the function
k — z is the /?-part of the function k (a similar assertion applies with the function I).
This can be expressed in a combinatorial fashion which provides new versions of
Alperin's conjecture, as follows.
CONJECTURE 1. If one writes
for all H < G, then the (uniquely determined) function fx vanishes on subgroups H
such that OP(H)= 1.
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CONJECTURE 2. If one writes
for all H ^G, then the (uniquely determined) function / 2 vanishes on subgroups H
such that OP(H)= 1.
Similarly there is another combinatorial version of the conjecture involving the
function z. In order to state this conjecture, we let s£ be the family of subgroups S
of G such that OP(S) is an elementary abelian p-group and S/OP(S) is the direct
product of (at most) two cyclic //-groups.
CONJECTURE 3. If one writes
for all H ^G, then the (uniquely determined) function z vanishes on subgroups H
which are not in s#.
Finally our explicit formulae for finding the /?-part and the //-part of a function
allow to make computations. We obtain in this way an explicit conjectural formula
for z(G) which again is equivalent to Alperin's conjecture. For Sesf, we write
/i((l, Op(S))s) for the Mobius function of the poset of S-stable subgroups of Op(S)
(that is, normal in S) and we let <f>2(S/Op(S)) be the number of pairs of (commuting)
elements which generate S/OP(S).
CONJECTURE 4. The number z{G) is given by the formula
*«?) = IT* E K(hOp(S))s)\Op(S):C (S)\</>2(S/OP(S)).
Thus the conjecture gives a solution to Brauer's problem of describing z(G)
directly in terms of the group structure. Of course there is already a solution to this
problem due to Robinson [11] (and which is proved!), but the conjecture here is a
formula of a completely different nature. It should be noted that it is often easy to
compute the right-hand side: one essentially needs to know which subgroups of G lie
in s4, because the various integers appearing in the formula are easy to handle.
There is a block-theoretic version of Alperin's conjecture which is stronger than
the overall statement which we are considering in this paper. Unfortunately, because
of its combinatorial nature involving all subgroups, our approach has no obvious
generalization to the case of blocks. Hopefully this situation will be improved later.
Meanwhile, as mentioned above, we view the overall approach to Alperin's
conjecture as a solution to Brauer's problem.
1. Inversion of functions
Let S(G) be the poset of all subgroups of a finite group G and let A be an abelian
group. Given a function/: S(G) -»• A, there is a unique function/: S(G) -> A such that
(1.1) \H\RH)=
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By Mobius inversion, (1.1) is equivalent to the following equation which gives a
formula for/and shows its uniqueness:
(1.2) / ( # ) = ! KS,H)\S\f(S) for all
where n denotes the Mobius function of the poset S(G). One could of course also
invert functions without multiplying by the order of the group, but that would not
give the 'natural' definition: there is an interpretation of the subsequent results in the
Burnside ring which gives a mathematical meaning to this naturality (see Section 7).
Note that if A = Z, then for each/, the function/is integral valued. However given
an integral valued function/ the corresponding/has values in Q in general.
We shall only work with functions which are constant on conjugacy classes of
subgroups (but we need the full poset S(G) for their inversion). We define $F(G,A)
to be the set of all functions f:S(G) -> A such that/(gHg'1) =f(H) for all geG and
HeS(G). This is clearly an abelian group.
Let X be a set of subgroups of G (closed under conjugation). We shall say that a
function/e^(G,y4) is X-determinediff{H) = 0 for H$X. Thus by (1.1) the function
/can be written as a sum running only over subgroups in the class X.
The usual definition of a /;-local subgroup of a finite group G (namely the
normalizer of a non-trivial /^-subgroup) depends on the way the subgroup is
embedded in G. We extend this definition to obtain an intrinsic notion: a finite group
H is called p-local if there exists a non-trivial normal /7-subgroup in H. Thus a /7-local
subgroup H of G is now any subgroup sandwiched between a non-trivial /^-subgroup
P and its normalizer. A function fe&(G, A) is called p-locally determined if it is X-
determined, where X is the set of /?-local subgroups of G. For another approach, see
Section 5.
Our main interest is in the class of /7-local subgroups but we first give some other
examples.
EXAMPLES. In all the following examples, the abelian group A is the field Q of
rational numbers (or 7L when no denominators are involved).
(1.3) The function f(H) = \H\~1 is {l}-determined. We have /(I) = 1 and
/( / / ) = 0 if J / # 1.
(1.4) More generally if K is a subgroup of G and XK is the set of conjugates of K,
then taking/to be the characteristic function of the set XK, we see that the following
function is ^-determined:
[0 otherwise,
where m(K, H) is the number of G-conjugates of K contained in H.
(1.5) The constant function / = 1 is ^-determined, where # is the family of
all cyclic subgroups of G. On a cyclic group C, the function / takes the value
/(C) = 0(|C|) where <f> is the Euler function (that is, the number of generators
of C).
(1.6) Our next example is more or less well known. It is for instance implicit in
the work of Hirsch [8]. Take k(H) to be the number of conjugacy classes of elements
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of H; this is also the number of absolutely irreducible representations of H over C.
Then we have
\H\KH) = \H\ £ 1 = \H\ £ \H:CH(x)\-*
classes xeH
= £ \cH(*)\ = £
xeH
= E US),
xe  x.yeH
xy—yx
where 02(.S) is the number of commuting pairs (x,y) such that S = <x,.y>. Thus
02(S) = 0 if S is not the direct product of two cyclic groups. The above computation
shows that k = <j>2 so that k is ^-determined, where % is the family of subgroups
which are direct products of two cyclic groups. It is not difficult to give formulae for
the function 02. If q is a prime and Cg* denotes the cyclic group of prime power order
qn, then for n, m ^ 1 we have
(1.7) </>2(Cgn) = < T - V - 1), UCqn X Cqm) = <fn+ 2 m-V_ 1)(<?- 1).
This suffices to determine 02 entirely thanks to the property that
if H and K have coprime orders.
(1.8) Given a prime /?, there is a similar treatment for the function l(H), defined
to be the number of conjugacy classes of elements of H of order prime to p; this is
also the number of absolutely irreducible representations of H over a field of
characteristic p. In the computation of the previous example, the sum now runs only
over elements xeH of order prime to p (but y is arbitrary). It follows that / is
determined by the class of subgroups which are direct product of two cyclic groups,
one of which being of order prime to p. There are also explicit formulae for the
function /. If q is a prime different from p, then
KCqn) = <f>2(CQn), l(Cgn X Cgm) = 0 2 (C> X Cgm),
which are given by (1.7). For the prime p, the formulae are
KCpn) = <f>(Pn) = P^P- 1), l(Cpn X C » = 0.
Note that if H is a group of order prime to p, then l(H) = k(H) and l(H) = fc{H).
2. Preliminaries on Brown's complex
Let us first recall the definition of Brown's simplicial complex for a finite group
H. Given a prime p, let SP(H) be the poset of all non-trivial /^-subgroups of H.
Brown's complex A(SP(H)) is the simplicial complex whose simplices are the totally
ordered subsets of SP(H), including the empty subset which we view as a simplex of
dimension — 1. Thus an ^-simplex a is a chain Po < Px < ... < Pn in SV(H) and its
dimension n is written as n = dim (a).
The group H acts by conjugation on Sp(H), hence also on A(Sp(H)). We denote
by [A(Sp(H))/H] an arbitrary set of representatives of .//-orbits in A(Sp(H)). For each
simplex creA(Sp(H)), the stabilizer Ha of a is the intersection of the normalizers of the
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/^-subgroups in a. Since the smallest element Po of the chain a is a normal subgroup
of Ha, the subgroup Ha is always a/>-local subgroup of H, except when a = 0, where
Ha = H.
We need several results involving A(SP(H)) and functions defined on subgroups.
We shall adopt a conceptual approach (based on [13, 16]) using easy simplicial
topology and the Burnside ring. But we shall also indicate a second proof of each
result using elementary counting arguments.
Let B(H) be the Burnside ring of H. If A is a finite simplicial //-complex, the set
Ak of fc-simplices of A is an //-set, thus an element of B(H). The alternating sum
dim (A)
AW(A)= £ (-1)^,= L {-\rnWH/H.
i—1 oe[b/H]
is an element of B(H) called the reduced Lefschetz H-set (or reduced Lefschetz
invariant) of A. This is an invariant of //-homotopy type which was studied in [13].
Following Webb [16, §6], we can view any function fe^(H,A) as a Z-linear map
/: /?(/ /) -* A by defining f(H/S) =f(S) for any subgroup S ^ H, and extending Z-
linearly. Since / is constant on conjugacy classes of subgroups, this is well defined.
Thus we can apply / to AW(A) and get
(-\Tm(a)f{Ho).
For dealing with such a sum, it suffices to have information about the //-homotopy
type of A. For instance in order to prove the vanishing of such a sum, it suffices to
show that A is //-contractible, since it has zero reduced Lefschetz //-set in that case
[13]. Thus in such a situation, we see immediately that one obtains zero whatever the
function/is.
(2.1) LEMMA. If H is a p-local group, then for eachfe$?{H,A), we have
First proof. Quillen [10] proved that A(5P(//)) is contractible when H is /?-local.
The contraction given by Quillen is in fact //-equivariant, so A(Sp(H)) is H-
contractible. Therefore f(AH(A(Sp(H)))) = 0.
Second proof Using the argument of [9, 4.1], the chains in A(SP(H)) can be
paired so that the alternating sum is zero.
(2.2) LEMMA. Let S be a p-local subgroup of H and let Sp(H)s be the poset of S-
invariant non-trivial p-subgroups of H. For every subgroup X of NH(S) and for every
fe3?(X,A), we have
First proof The complex A(SP(H)S) is 7VH(S)-contractible (hence Z-contractible)
by the contraction
Pi • P • OP(S). > Op(S) (P e A(SP(H)S))
(see [14, 1.2] for more details). Therefore f(Ax(A(Sp(H)s))) = 0.
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Second proof. Using again the argument of [9, 4.1], the chains in A(SP(H)S) can
be paired so that the alternating sum is zero.
(2.3) LEMMA. Let PeSp(H), and let SP(H)>P = {QeSp(H)\Q > P}. Consider
the action o/NH(P) on both Sp(H)>P and SP(NH(P)/P). Then for eachfe 3?(NH(Pl A),
we have
E
ae[A(Sp(H)>p)/NH(P)] ee[A(Sp(NH(P)/P))lNH(P)]
First proof. Since SP(NH(P)/P) is ^//(P)-homotopy equivalent to SP{H)>P by
[16, 6.4], it follows h / t A
Second proof. Using the argument of the first part of the proof of (3.3) in [9], the
chains in A(SP(H)>P) — A(SP(NH(P))>P) can be paired so that their contribution to the
alternating sum is zero.
Although we do not need the following result in this paper, we mention it for
completeness.
(2.4) LEMMA. Let Ap(H) be the poset of non-trivial elementary abelian p-
subgroups of H. Let Bp(H) be the poset of non-trivial p-subgroups P of H such that
p = OP(NH(P)). Let RP{H) be the subcomplex of A(SP(H)) consisting of the chains
whose maximal element normalizes all the other subgroups in the chain. Then for each
) , we have
E
ae[&(Ap(
E
= E (-ir
os[Rp(H)/H]
First proof. Since A(SP(H)), A(AP(H)), A(Bp(H)) and RP(H) are /Miomotopy
equivalent by [14, Theorem 2], it follows that
f(AH(A(Sp(H)))) =f(AH(A(AP(H)))) =f(AH(A(Bp(H)))) = f(AH(Rp(H))).
Second proof. This is exactly [9, 3.3].
3. Decomposition of functions
Let &(G,A) be the set of all functions f.S(G)-*A which are constant on
conjugacy classes of subgroups. We define two subsets of ^{G, A).
FP(G,A) = {feSr(G,A)\f\H) = 0 if OP(H) = 1},
>FP{G,A) = {feF{G,A)\f{H) = 0 if OP{H) ± 1}.
Thus ^P(G,A) is the set of/>-locally determined functions while SFp(G,A) is the set
of functions which vanish on />-local subgroups. It is clear that 3F(G, A) is an abelian
group and that both &P(G, A) and ^P(G,A) are subgroups of ^(G,A). Our main
result is the following.
15-2
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(3.1) THEOREM. &(G, A) = &p(G, A) 0 &p.(G, A).
The main ingredient for the proof of the theorem is an explicit formula for the
projection onto each factor of the direct sum. This involves Brown's simplicial
complex. We define two Z-linear maps
f . f oeMSv(H))/H)
J ' J p o?0
)—>*(G,A); fPm= E (-
f > f <re[A(S (//))///]
J J p'
Notice that by Lemma 2.4, we can also define fp and fp. using any of the other
simplicial complexes defined in Lemma 2.4. This remark also applies throughout this
paper whenever we use Brown's complex.
Our aim is to show that the two maps above are the projections onto
^V(G, A) and Fp.(G, A) respectively. First note that their sum is the identity because
there is only the term for a = 0 left in the sum fp{H)+fp{H), and H0 = H. Next we
show that the second map is indeed the projection onto &p.(G,A).
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Letfe&(G,A).
{*) fp,e3Fp{G,A).
(b) IffeFp.(G,A),thenf=fp..
Proof, (a) One has to show that fp. vanishes on /?-local subgroups. This is
exactly Lemma 2.1.
(b) Since every stabilizer Ha of a non-empty simplex oek{Sp{H)) is a/?-local sub-
group, the function/vanishes on those subgroups. Thus the only term remaining in the
sum which defines fp. corresponds to the empty simplex and we get/p,(//) =f(H).
In order to show that the map f*-+fp is the projection onto &p(G, A), we need
information about the inversion of fp, or equivalently, of fp..
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let fe^(G,A). Then the inversion of fp. is given by the
formula
fp.(H) = rt(hop(H))H) E As),
SeOp(H)x
where Op(H)x denotes the set of complements ofOp(H) in H and/i((l, Op(H))H) is the
Mobius function of the poset (\,OP(H))H of H-invariant subgroups ofOp(H) (that is,
normal in H).
Note that fi((\,Op(H))") = 0 unless OP(H) is elementary abelian and the action
of H/OP(H) on OP(H) is semi-simple. Indeed otherwise the intersection of all
maximal //-stable subgroups of OP(H) is non-trivial and this is well known to imply
the vanishing of the Mobius function [12, 3.9.5].
Note also that if/is constant on isomorphism classes of subgroups (this is often
the case), then the value/(S) is constant and there is not any more sum. Although
the function/(hence also/) is only defined on subgroups of H, one can define/and
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/on subgroups of H/OJH) via the isomorphism S s H/Op(H) (where SeOp(H)1 is
an arbitrary complement), and this leads to the formula
(3.4) fp(H) = \Op(Hy\K(h Op(H))")f(H/Op(H)),
which holds when/is constant on isomorphism classes of subgroups.
Assuming that OP(H) is abelian (as we may by the remark above), we now
consider the special case where all complements of OP(H) are conjugate in H (for
example, when H/OP(H) and Op(H) have coprime orders, that is, when H/OP(H) is
a /?'-group). Since/is constant on conjugacy classes of subgroups, again there is no
sum. Moreover OP(H) acts transitively on OP{H)L and the stabilizer of one
complement S is Co (H)(S) (because it is NH(S) n OP(H) which normalizes S and
is normalized by S, hence centralizes S). But since OP(H) is abelian and
H-OV(H)S, this stabilizer is also Co {H)(H) and therefore the number of
complements is \Op{H)L\ = \Op(H)\C0 (H)(H)\. Thus we have proved the following.
(3.5) COROLLARY. With the notation of Proposition 3.3 //, moreover, all
complements of Op(H) in H are conjugate, then
fAH) = \Op(H).COp(H)(H)\rtV,Op(H))")f(H/Op(H)).
Another consequence of Proposition 3.3 is the following.
(3.6) COROLLARY. Iffis %-determined, then fp. is 9C{p)-determined, where
is the family of all subgroups H such that H/Op(H)e^, OP(H) is elementary abelian,
the action of H/Op(H) on Op(H) is semi-simple and Op{H) has a complement in H.
Proof. \ffv,(H) # 0, then the formula of Proposition 3.3 implies that OP(H)L is
non-empty, f(S) # 0 for some SeOp{H)L so that H/Op(H) s S belongs to SC, and
finally //((I, OP(H))H) ^ 0. As noted above, this last inequality implies that Op(H) is
elementary abelian and that the action of H/OP(H) on OP(H) is semi-simple.
Once Theorem 3.1 is established, Corollary 3.6 also implies that if / is
^"-determined, then fp is ^-determined, where Ql = 2£ u %{p)< Moreover one can
throw away from <& all subgroups H with Op(H) = 1, by definition of /^ -locally
determined functions.
Now we come to the proof of Proposition 3.3, which is the crucial step for
Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Recall [12, 3.8.6] that the Mobius function of a poset
9C with a minimal element x0 and the reduced Euler characteristic of the associated
simplicial complex A(& — {xQ}) are related by the formula
(3-7)
xeX
We shall apply this to the complex As of 5-stable simplices in A = A(Sp(H)); here
% = SP(H)S U {1}. Note that if OP(S) / 1, then by Lemma 2.2 applied to the constant
function 1, we have
(3.8) = V
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Now we can start the calculation.
= £ \H\\H:Ha\-H-\rmW+1f(Ha) = I ( - i r » « « £ /(<?)
<reA <TGA
E
and therefore, using (3.8),
(3.9) WP,(H)=
Applying the formula (3.7), we get
= E As) E M(i,m= E
O ( S ) l PeS(ff)5U{l} Pe5(//
Note now that we necessarily have 5 0 ^ = 1 because S 0 Po S and OP(S) = 1.
Therefore we can consider the subgroup K= PS for which Op(K) = P and
1
 Thus we obtain
and it follows that
= E
If Op(K) is not (elementary) abelian, then ^(1, Op(AT))s = 0, while if it is abelian, then
ji((l, Op(K))s) = ^((1, OP(K))K) since an 5-stable subgroup of Op(K) is stable under
Op(K)S = K. Thus we deduce the required formula for fP(K).
(3.10) REMARK. Since many functions/project onto the same function/,,., the
formula in Proposition 3.3 gives many possible expressions for/p., depending on the
choice of/ In particular we can choose/=/p-. For this special choice (that is, when
feSFp(G,A)), we now sketch another proof of Proposition 3.3 based on the Crapo
complementation formula for the Mobius function [1, 4.33]. Letting P = OP(K), we
have by assumption that/(S) = 0 if S < #and S n P # 1. So if we write PSX for the
set of complements of PS in the lattice [S, K], we obtain
= E E KS,c)KQK)\s\f(S)
SOP-lCePS1
= E KQK) E KS,O\s\f{S)= z tic,K)Ac)
CeP1 S^C CeP1
and we conclude with the observation that fi(C,K) = ji((\,P)K) because the lattices
[C,K] and [1,P]C are isomorphic, and [\,P]C = [l,P]K when P is abelian (while
fi((l, P)c) = 0 if P is not (elementary) abelian).
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 3.1 by showing that the map/i->/p is
indeed the projection onto 3Fp{G,A). Since we already know that/ = / p + / p . for al l /
and that f*-+fp- is the projection onto ^P{G, A), this is equivalent to the following
statement.
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(3.11) PROPOSITION. Let fe &{G, A). Then fe 3Fp{G, A) if and only iffp. = 0.
Proof. If/p, = 0, then/p. = 0 too. Thus if H is such that Op{H) = 1, it follows
from Proposition 3.3 that 0 = fp(H) =f{H). This proves that fe&p(G, A).
Assume now that fe&p(G,A). Applying Proposition 3.3 with an arbitrary
subgroup H, we obtain
fv{H) = n{{\,Op{H)Y) £ f\S) = 0,
SeOp(H)1
because f{S) = 0 since Op(S) = 1. Therefore the function fp. is zero, hence fp. = 0.
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.11, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete.
4. Some examples
We give examples of the decomposition of functions, starting first with some easy
functions which were already considered in Section 1.
(4.1) EXAMPLE. For the function f(H) = I//I"1 of (1.3), we have
fv{H)= E (-lr^'li/J-^ir E {-
<reA(.S (/f))
P
and similarly fp(H) = — {H}'1 x(&(Sp(H)). Moreover by Proposition 3.3, we have
is a n elernentary abelian /?-group,
10 otherwise.
(4.2) EXAMPLE. More generally let K be a subgroup of G and / the function
defined in (1.4). Then by Proposition 3.3 fp,(H) is non-zero only if H is conjugate to
a subgroup of the form PxS where S is conjugate to K and normalizes P, P is an
elementary abelian /7-group and ^^(P x S) = / \ If we assume that .£ is not contained
in any/7-local subgroup ofG, then /vanishes on/>-local subgroups, so that /=/p , . In
contrast if we assume that Kis a/?-local subgroup, then the condition Op(PxS) =
Pis never satisfied so that/p. = 0 and hencefp. = 0; thus /= / p in that case. In general
however, as in (4.1),/has a non-trivial decomposition.
We now consider the constant function/= 1. By (1.5) we have/= 0, where
if H
 is cyclic,
otherwise.
Let xp (respectively xp) be the characteristic function of the set of subgroups of order
divisible by p (respectively prime to p).
(4.3) PROPOSITION. 1 = xP+Xp- *s tne decomposition of the constant function with
respect to the direct sum of Theorem 3.1.
Proof It is clear that xp- vanishes on /?-local subgroups, so that /p.e^p-(G, Z).
Thus we only have to prove that xp(H) = 0 if OP(H) — 1. If pJf\H\, then xv is z e r o
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on all subgroups of H and so xp(H) = 0. If/? | \H], then H is not cyclic modulo p since
OV{H) = 1. We recall that a group H is called cyclic modulo p if H/OV{H) is a cyclic
group (necessarily of order prime to p). Therefore by a theorem of Conlon [5], the
primitive idempotent eH of the Burnside algebra B(H) which corresponds to H is
mapped to zero in the Green ring A(H) of A:i/-modules, where k is an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. But by a result of Gluck [7], this idempotent is
equal to
eH = \H\~l E KS,H)\S\H/S
and so the image of \H\ eH in A(H) is
0 = £
where A; denotes the trivial representation of/f. Now we take the inner product of this
sum with k, in the sense of Benson and Parker (see [3, Section 2.4]). We obtain
0 = £ (i(S,H)\S\(lnd"s(k),k)H = £ fi(S,H)\S\<*,k)s.
But one of the definitions of the inner product (see [3, 2.4.1]) asserts that (k,k)s is
the multiplicity of the projective cover Pk of the trivial module A; as a direct summand
of k. Since Pfc = k if S has order prime to p, but Pk ^ k if/? divides |5|, it follows that
(k,kys is the characteristic function xp- of the set of //-subgroups. Thus we have
0 =
Now since H is not cyclic modulo p (in particular not cyclic), <f>{H) = 0. Therefore we
obtain xp(H) = </>(H)-xp-(H) = 0, as required.
(4.4) COROLLARY (Webb [15, 8.2]). If p divides the order of H then
X(A(SP(H))/H) = 0.
Proof. We apply the formula for computing the //-part of the constant function:
xPW = I (- lTim{a)+1 = -msp(H))/H).
This proves the result since xP(H) = 0 if p divides \H\.
(4.5) REMARK. Webb proved later a more general result, namely that
A(SP(H))/H is mod-/? acyclic [17, 2.6], and he conjectures that in fact A(SP(H))/H is
contractible. Note that Corollary 4.4 is in fact equivalent to Proposition 4.3:
assuming Webb's result (4.4), we obtain that the /?'-part of the.constant function 1 is
( b y ( 4
-
4
» -
U ifpJf\H\ (trivially).
Therefore xp- is the /?'-part of the constant function 1, proving (4.3).
(4.6) REMARK. We have seen in the proof of (4.3) that xP(H) = 0 if H is not
cyclic modulo p. If H is cyclic modulo p, one can apply Corollary 3.5 to get
XP(H) = \0p(H):C0p(H)(H)\rt(h0p(H)y)</>(H/0p(H)).
One can also deduce easily a formula for
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5. Further decomposition indexed by p-subgroups
The following result shows that another (maybe more common) way of defining
p-locally determined functions implies /?-local determination to our sense. We shall
prove below that both approaches are in fact equivalent.
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Letfe^(G,A). Assume that for each H ^ G, the evaluation
/ ( / / ) can be written
AH) = E hQ(NH(Q)),
where for each non-trivial p-subgroup QeSJfi), hQ is some function in lF(NG(Q),A)
such that hSQ(8K) = hQ(K)for each seG andK ^ NG(Q). Thenf isp-locally determined.
Proof. Let H be a subgroup such that OP(H) = 1. We must prove that
f{H) = 0. Since the family (hQ) is G-stable by assumption, we can sum over all
/^-subgroups rather than representatives:
AH)= I n{S,H)\S\f{S)
= £ KS,H)\S\ £ IS-.N^QT'^i
= E KS,H) E \Ns(Q)\hQ(Ns(Q))
QeSp(S)
= E LKS,H) \Ns(Q)\hQ(Ns(Q))
QeSp(H)S>Q
= E E 1*1 hQ(K) E
Note that K is always a proper subgroup of H because Q is a normal p-subgroup of
K while OP(H) = 1 by assumption. Write [K, H] for the poset of subgroups S such
that K ^  S ^  H. For fixed Q and K, we have
Se[K,H]
S(\NH(Q)-K
and this is zero thanks to the next well-known lemma (and because NH(Q) < H). As
a result we obtain f{H) = 0 as required.
(5.2) LEMMA. Let S£ be a finite lattice with unique smallest element Kand unique
largest element H. Write A for the meet operation in L. If' XES£ with X < H then
sese
SKX-K
Proof. This standard result can be found in [12, 3.9.3]. For a change we sketch
a topological proof. First note that
E KS,H)= £/"(£,//)- £ KS,H),
SeJSf SeSe
and the first sum is zero by the definition of the Mobius function. We can assume that
K < X otherwise the second sum is zero because it runs over the empty set. It is well
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known [12, 3.8.6] that this second sum is equal to —%(&*), where 0> is the poset of all
Se& such that S < H and S A X # K. Here %(&) = x{&)-l denotes the reduced
Euler characteristic of 0>. Thus it suffices to show that this poset & is contractible. But
this follows immediately from the following contractions (see [10, 1.5] for details):
A X\-+X. Note that Xe& since X < H by assumption.
(5.3) REMARK. The proof of Proposition 5.1 also gives the value of f{H) when
Op(H) ^ 1. Indeed with the notation of that proof, if Q is not normal in H, then
the contribution to the sum is zero by the same argument as in the proof, while if
Q<\H, the contribution is
where hQ:S(NG(Q)/Q) -> Q is denned by hQ{S/Q) = hQ(S), and HQ is the inversion of
hQ in the poset S(NG(Q)/Q). Therefore we obtain
AH)= E \Q\£QWQ).
Q<H
For a given function/, there are in general several possible functions hQ satisfying
the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1. But, as we are now going to show, the extra
condition that each function hQ is a //-function (where hQ(K/Q) = hQ(KJ) ensures
uniqueness (as well as existence) of a decomposition of a p-locally determined
function / . Our method consists in a generalization of the decomposition of
Section 3.
For any /^-subgroup Q of G, let NG(Q) = NG(Q)/Q. Consider the abelian group
n ^ ( # C ( G M ) ) C = n SFP{NG{Q),A).
Qe(l}USp(G) /
A family of functions (hQ)Qe{1][)SpLG) is G-stable if hgQ(BK/°Q) = hQ(K/Q) for each
geG and Q ^ K ^ NG(Q). Since hQ is constant on conjugacy classes, it is NG(H)-
stable; thus the G-stable product of the left-hand side is isomorphic to the product
over representatives of the right-hand side.
We define a Z-linear homomorphism
\ee{i}usp<C)
by mapping a G-stable family (hQ) to the function/defined by
£ hQ(NH(Q)/Q).
Note that contrary to Proposition 5.1 we define the map only on the //-part of
3^{NG{Q), A) for each Q. Note also that the term indexed by Q = 1 gives the //-part
of / because
and the second term is/?-locally determined by Proposition 5.1 Our main result is the
following.
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(5.4) THEOREM. The map
\Qe{l)\jSp(G)
is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
The main ingredient for the proof is an explicit formula for the inverse of O, that
is, as in Section 3, a formula for the projection onto each factor &p.(NG(Q),A),
involving again Brown's complex. We define a Z-linear map
\A); fQ(K/Q)=
Here Ka obviously contains Q and KJQ is the stabilizer of a in K/Q. The map
consists in restricting the function / to the subgroups sandwiched between Q and
NG(Q), viewing the resulting function as defined on subgroups of NG(Q), and then
projecting onto the p'-part of this function, using the explicit formula of Section 3.
Thus the image of the map is indeed contained in &P'(NG(Q), A). Note that if Q = 1,
we recover the projection of Section 3. T h u s ^ =fv- Note also that the family of
functions (fQ) is G-stable. Thus the family of maps f*-+fQ defines a Z-linear map
V.POG.A) >( II &AXG(QIA))G.
Qe{l}VSp(G)
Our first result asserts that OY is the identity of SF{G, A).
(5.5) PROPOSITION. Let /G^(G,A). For every subgroup H of G, we have
AH) = E UNH(Q)).
Qe[{l}USp(H)/H]
Proof. We already know that/i = fp., so we only have to deal with/p. Now/p(/f)
is defined by a sum running over non-empty simplices a in A(SP(H)). Writing
a = {Q} U T with TeA(Sp(H)>Q), we obtain:
= E E
Qe[Sp(H)/H] relMSp(H)>Q)/NH(Q)]
= E E
Qe[Sp(H)/H]
= E UNH(Q)),
Qe[Sp(H)/H]
using Lemma 2.3 to pass from A(SP(H)>Q) to A(SP(NH(Q))).
Specializing to /?-locally determined functions, we obtain the existence of a
decomposition as in Proposition 5.1.
(5.6) COROLLARY. Iff is p-locally determined, then for each H < G,
AH) = E
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The fact that each/^ is a //-function suffices to guarantee uniqueness, as we now
prove. In other words we show that ¥O is the identity.
(5.7) PROPOSITION. Let fe^{G,A) be such that for each H ^G,
f(H) = E UNH{Q)/Q)
Qe[{l)[)Sp(H)/H]
for some G-stable family of functions
(hQ)s( n Fv{NG{Q),A)f.
Qe{l}U Sp(G)
Then fQ = hQ for each p-subgroup Q.
Proof We compute/p, where P is a /7-subgroup of G. Let P ^  K^ NG(P). Then
E
ae WSp(K/P))/(K/P)}
= E i^//»:J«;/p|-1(-i)dlmw+1 E
oeA(Sp(K/P)) Qe{l)\jSp(Ka)
= E ^ ^ ( e r 1 E (-i)dlmw+1i
If g ^ P, we want to prove that the second sum is zero. We define a function
ge&(PNK(Q)/P, A) by the formula g(S/P) = hQ(S n NK(Q)/Q). It is easy to see that
g is constant on /WK(0-conjugacy classes of subgroups. Then we have
o = hQ(NKa(Q)/Q)
and this allows to compute the sum.
E ( - i)mm(a)+1 WAQ) • NKJLQT1 KQ(NKJLQ))
Q
<j6[A(Sp(K/P)Q)/NKiQ))
y
PWt3)HPN
 K(Q)/P)]
E (-i)d i m ( < 7 )
oelMSp(K/P)PQ'p)/X]
where X = PNK(Q)/P ^ NK(PQ)/P = NK/P(PQ/P). Since Q ^  P, the ^-subgroup
P g / P is non-trivial and Lemma 2.2 asserts that the sum above is zero.
Now if Q < P, we have hQ(NK ( 0 ) = 0. Indeed since P is a /?-group, the subgroup
R = NP(Q) contains (? properly and stabilizes a because P does. Thus R/Q <] NK (Q)
(because P<]Kimplies that R<NK(Q)), showing that NK(Q) is ap-local group. By
assumption hQ vanishes on /?-local subgroups.
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Now we are only left with Q = P, in which case NK(Q) = K and NKJ(Q) = Ka.
Therefore we have
= £ (-\rnM+l\K:KJi-lKP{K.JF) = hP(K/P)
aeMSp(K/P))
because hP vanishes on each /Mocal subgroup KJP, except for a = 0 .
By Propositions 5.5 and 5.7, the proof of Theorem 5.4 is now complete.
Up to now in this section, we have only decomposed the evaluation of a function
/ a t some subgroup H. We now wish to decompose the function itself, using a sum
over Sp(G)/G rather than a sum over SP{H)/H for each H. To this end it is
convenient to introduce inflation and induction procedures. If N is a normal
subgroup of K and fe^(K/N, A), we define the inflation of/by
, A); WP
10 otherwise.
If AT is a subgroup of G and / e &{K, A), we define the induction off by
, A); Ind£/(S) = £ f(K 0 »S).
ge[K\G/S]
It is easy to check that the resulting functions are well defined and constant on
conjugacy classes of subgroups.
Applying Infjjejg and Ind£c(Q) to a function fe^(NG(Q),A), the induction
formula simplifies since Inf$«{^/ vanishes on subgroups not containing Q. Explicitly
we have
Ind£oW) Inf$$j/(ff) = £ fQ(NgH{Q)/Q),
0<=lNG(Q)\TG(Q,H)/H]
where TG{Q,H) = {geG\Q ^ °H).
(5.8) COROLLARY. For any fe^(G,A), we have a unique decomposition
/ = S Ind*c(Q)Inf^>/e.
Qe[{l)\jSp(G)/G]
In particular fp = Eoec^Gvcj^d^^Inf^c)/^ /„ otner words
o W ) g
Qe[{l}USp(G)/G]
Proof. Since /^ = /p., we are left with the decomposition of fp and we apply
Proposition 5.5 which gives the evaluation at a subgroup H. For every /^-subgroup Q,
we only have to group the G-conjugates of Q contained in H.
= £ fe(NH(Q))
= E E fAx»(Qs)/Q9)
Qe[Sp(G)/G) f>e[NG{Q)\TG(Q, H)IH]
= E E U*r (Q)/Q)
Qe[Sp(G)/Gl gelNG(Q)\TG(Q, H)/H]
Qe[S_(G)/G]
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Another way of expressing the results of this section is the following.
(5.9) COROLLARY. Let EQ be the 1-linear endomorphism of &{G,A) defined by
Then (EQ)Qe[{1}[)S (G)/C] is a family of orthogonal idempotents and their sum is the
identity.
(5.10) REMARK. Write fQ = Ind£c(C) lnf%^fQ for simplicity. Then the inversion
offQ is easy to obtain in terms of the inversion offQ (which in turn can also be dealt
with thanks to Proposition 3.3, since by definition^ is the/?'-part of the restriction
of/) . One obtains
Us) = 1(21 E U
In particular fQ(S) = 0 unless Se2Cq, where SCQ is the conjugacy closure of the family
of subgroups sandwiched between Q and NG(Q). Thus/Q is ^-determined. One can
also restrict the family 3CQ by using information about the vanishing of/
6. Alperiris conjecture
We consider several functions in &(G,Z) which all count irreducible
representations of various kind. First k and / are the functions defined in the
introduction.
For later use, we compute kp(H) and lp{H). Recall from the introduction that si
denotes the class of groups S such that OP(S) is elementary abelian and S/OP(S) is
the direct product of (at most) two cyclic /-groups.
(6.1) LEMMA. Let H be a subgroup of G.
(a) kp.(H) = lp{H). In other words k—l isp-locally determined.
(b) kp.(H) = JL X fx((\,Op(S))s)\Op(S):ColS)(S)\US/Op(S)).
l"l
(d) kp(H) = YJ(~X(^(SP(H))X/CH(X))), where the sum runs over representatives
X
of the conjugacy classes of p-regular elements of H.
Proof (a) It is proved in [17, 2.3.2] as well as in [9, 4.5] that
This means that kp. = lp.. We now give another proof of the result. If S is not the
direct product of two cyclic groups, k(S) = 0 = 1(S); if S is such a direct product and
OP(S) = 1, then Smust be a/>'-group and k(S) = l(S) by (1.8). Thus if Sis a subgroup
such that OP(S) = 1, then k(S) = l(S). This applies if S is a complement of OP(H) for
some H, and so by Proposition 3.3 we obtain kp- = lp.. Therefore kp. = lp..
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(b) By Corollary 3.5 and the fact that k = 02 by (1.8), we have
kp,(S) = M0> op(S))s) \op(sy. cOp(S)(S)\ u
xeH .,yeH
xy-yx
for every S ^G. Moreover this is zero unless Sestf. Summing over all S ^ H, the
result follows from the definition of inversion of functions.
(c) We know that k(S) = 02(5) and we have seen in (3.9) that
\H\kp(H) =
(d) We compute further the right-hand side of (c), changing its sign for simplicity
and using the function / instead of k for convenience. We write Hp. for the set of
elements of H of order prime to p and we use Example (1.8). Thus
-\H\kp{H) = -\H\lp(H) = E mSP(H))
= E
ff-y
= JE j , m(sp(H)yr)
= E \CH(x)\x(A(Sp(H)y/CH(x)),
because by Burnside's lemma applied to the set Am of m-simplices in A(SP(H))X, we
have
E \A»m\ = \CH(x)\\AJCH(x)\,
yeCH(x)
and the alternating sum of these numbers gives \CH(x)\x(A(Sp(H))x/CH(x)). Finally
summing only over representatives of //-conjugacy classes in Hp., we obtain
-\H\kp(H) = \H\ Zx(&(Sp(H))x/CH(x))
X
as required.
We now consider the function z defined in the introduction. It is well known that
a/?-local group S cannot have a representation in characteristic p which is both simple
and projective; thus z(S) = 0. In other words ze^p.(G,Z).
We also define np(H) = l(H) — z(H) (the number of non-projective irreducible
p-modular characters of H) and nd(H) = k(H)—z(H) (the number of ordinary
irreducible characters of H of dimension not divisible by \G\P). Note that both np and
nd vanish on groups of order prime to p.
ALPERIN'S CONJECTURE [1]. For every finite group H,
QG[{l}USp(H)/H]
or in other words
np(H) = E *
If we allow H to run over all subgroups of a given finite group G, we see that by
Proposition 5.7, the above decomposition of/should be the decomposition of Section
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5. This is essentially the result of Kndrr and Robinson [9] which we now recall in our
language. Their result actually states the equivalence below just for the evaluation of
the functions at NG(Q)/Q for each Q, but as we consider functions, we have to work
with the evaluations at each subgroup of NG(Q)/Q.
(6.2) THEOREM (Knorr and Robinson [9]). The following conditions on a finite
group G are equivalent.
(1) For every p-subgroup Q of G, Alperin's conjecture holds for all subgroups of
(2) For every p-subgroup Q of G, the functions lp, and z, defined on the set of
subgroups of NG(Q)/Q, are equal.
Proof We provide a proof, using our approach. By the uniqueness of the
decomposition of functions (Proposition 5.7) and the fact that z is a //-function,
Alperin's conjecture asserts precisely that for each /^-subgroup Q, the //-function
TQ€FP(NG{Q)/Q,T) defined in 'Section 5 should be equal to z. But
E (-
because it is well known that l(H/Q) = l(H) whenever Q is a normal /^-subgroup of
H. Therefore TQ is equal to the function lp. defined on subgroups of NG{Q)/Q.
Thus Alperin's conjecture comes down to the conjecture that lp. = z. We now state
several equivalent versions of this equation. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth
statements correspond to the conjectures of the introduction.
(6.3) THEOREM. The following conditions on a finite group G are equivalent.
(1) The function kp. = lv. is equal to z.
(2) / = z + np is the decomposition of I into its p'-part and its p-part.
(3) The function np is p-locally determined.
(4) k = z + nd is the decomposition of k into its p'-part and its p-part.
(5) The function nd is p-locally determined.
(6) The function z is si-determined.
(7) (Knorr-Robinson [9]) z(H) = £ ( - l)dlm (<T>+1 l(Ha)for every H^G.
(8) *W = 7^ r E m,Op{S))s)\Op{Sy.COS){S)\US/Op{S)), for every
(9) z{H) = - 1 £ (-mSp(H))s)02(5)), for every H>G.
(10) (Bouc (unpublished)) z(H) = Zx(-xMSp(H)y/CH(x))) for every H^G,
where the sum runs over representatives of the conjugacy classes of p-regular
elements of H.
Proof It is clear that (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent. Since lp. = kp. by Lemma 6.1,
it is also clear that (1), (4) and (5) are equivalent.
(1)^.(6) We know by Lemma 6.1(b) that kp. is ^-determined.
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(6) => (5) Let H be such that OV{H) = 1. We have to prove that nd{H) = 0. Note
first that Hes/ if and only if H is the direct product of two cyclic groups of order
prime to p. In that case the function nd is zero on every subgroup of H, and therefore
n3(H) = 0. If now H$s4, then z(H) = 0 by assumption, and since His not the direct
product of two cyclic groups, k(H) = 0. Therefore nd(H) = k(H)-z(H) = 0.
( l )o(7) The right-hand side of (7) is equal to lp. by definition.
This is clear by Lemma 6.1.
7. Relationship with the Burnside ring
Let B{G) be the Burnside ring of the group G. As mentioned in Section 2, any
function fe !F(G, Z) can be viewed as an element of the dual
B(G)* = Homz(£(G),Z).
Explicitly, the evaluation o f / o n a basis element G/H of B(G) is defined to be
f{G/H) =f(H). Making this identification, we want to know what are the
submodules SFV{G,T) and 3?V(G,T) of B(G)* = ^(G,Z).
First recall that for every subgroup S we have a ring homomorphism
<f>s:B(G) -* Z defined on each G-set X by <}>{X) = \XS\, the number of 5-fixed points
in X. The product of all <ps (with S taken up to conjugation) is a ring homomorphism
from B(G) to a product of copies of Z, which is injective with an image of finite index.
If U is a subset of B(G) and V a subset of B(G)*, we define
U1 = {feB(G)* |/(w) = 0 for all we U},
V1 = {xeB(G) \v(x) = 0 for all ve V}.
Let SC be a set of subgroups of G closed under conjugation. Let Bx be the Z-span
of all G/S where S runs in SC and let Kx be the intersection of all Ker(0s) where S
runs in SC. We only work with the Z-module structure of these subsets, but for
completeness we note that Kx is an ideal of B(G), whereas in general Bx is not (unless
2C is closed under taking subgroups, in which case Bx is the image of induction from
subgroups in £" and Kx is the kernel of restriction to subgroups in 2£). Both
submodules Bx and Kx are pure submodules of B(G), because Bx is spanned by
a subset of the basis of B{G), while if <ps(nx) = 0 for 0 # neZ then obviously
05W = 0.
(7.1) LEMMA. For every family X of subgroups closed under conjugation, we have
Bx = {fe&(G, Z) \f(H) = 0 if
Kx = {fe$?(G,Z)\f(H) = 0 if
In particular if SC is the set of all p-local subgroups of G, then
BX = 3FV(G,Z) and KX = 3?P(G,Z).
Proof. The first equality is clear since fe Bx if and only if f'(G/S) = 0 for all
Se#\ For the second we first note that Q®zKx is spanned by the primitive
idempotents eH, where H$9C. Here eH is defined by the properties <j>H(eH) = 1 and
0s(ew) = 0 if 5 is not conjugate to H. Extending our functions to Q (g)2l?(G), we see
that feKx if and only if/(ew) = 0 for all H$%. But by a result of Gluck [7], we have
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It follows that feKx if and only if
for all H$%. This condition is exactly f(H) = 0 for all H$%.
It is easy to see that Bx n Kx = 0 and that the dimensions of
Q ®ZBX and Q ®ZKX add up to dimQ(<Q ®ZB(G)). Therefore
(Q ® 2 5 -^) © (Q ® z j y = Q ® z B(G),
but in general 2?^  © A^ is a proper subgroup of B(G) (of finite index). If for instance
SC is closed under taking subgroups, then both Bx and Kx are ideals, so correspond
to idempotents of Q ®z/?((?); but if G is soluble, it is a result of Dress [6] that no such
idempotent lies in B(G) (provided SC is non-empty and proper). It is a rather special
property of the family of all /?-local subgroups that we do have such a decomposition
over Z. The result is equivalent to Theorem 3.1.
(7.2) PROPOSITION. Let SC be the family of all p-local subgroups of G. Then
Proof By Lemma 7.1, Theorem 3.1 asserts that
Therefore Bxl © K^x = B(G). But Bx s Bxl and both are pure submodules of the
same rank. Thus Bx = BXL, and similarly Kx = Kxl.
Now we want to translate in the Burnside ring the decomposition of Section 5. It
turns out that this provides a new proof of a result of Bouc. For a suitable set 2F of
subgroups of G, Bouc [4] defines two families (0£) and (y/°) of idempotent
endomorphisms of B{G), where P runs in ^ up to conjugation. When
* = {1} U Sp(G),
he mentions [4, 1.7.4] that <j>% = y/%. Thus we only consider y/%. For P=\, the
definition is
aelA(Sp(H))/H]
ae[MSp(H))/H]
and for arbitrary P, we have
¥% = I n d ^ ( P ) I n f ^ >
where Fix#ejg/P: B(NG(P)) -• B(NG(P)/P) maps an NG(P)-set X to the subset A* of
P-fixed points, and where Ind, Res and Inf are the induction, restriction and inflation
maps.
Dualizing those maps, we have the following result.
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(7.3) LEMMA. Let H^G and let P<]H.
(a) (Ind£)* = Res£: F{G, Z) - &(H, I).
(b) (Res£)* = Ind£: &(H, Z) - ^(G, Z).
(c) (Inf*,)* = Res^p:*{HtZ)-P(H/P,Z).
(d) (Fix"H/P)* = InfHH/P: S?(H/P, Z) - *(H, Z).
(e) ( ^ ) * = £ P : ^ ( G , Z) - • &(G, Z) (as aV?/w«/ in Corollary 5.9).
/V00/. (a) This is clear because
f(lndGH(H/S)) =f(G/S) =f(S) = ResGH(f)(H/S).
(b) This follows from the Mackey decomposition for the restriction of G-sets:
/(Res£ (G/S)) = £ fW/H n °S) = Ind«
(c) This is immediate.
(d) If K ^ H does not contain P, then no conjugate of K contains P. So P does
not stabilize any point of the //-set H/K and {H/K)p = 0 . If P ^ K ^ H, then
(// / /0P = / / / # (that is, (H/P)/(K/P) as an (///P)-set). It follows that
(
lO otherwise.
This is precisely the definition of Inf£/P ( /) .
(e) If P= 1, it is immediate from the definition that (y/G)* is equal to the
projection f\-+fv- For arbitrary P, it follows from (a), (b), (c), (d) that (y/°>)* is the
composite of the restriction to NG(P)/P, followed by the projection onto the />'-part
of functions, followed by inflation to NG(P) and induction to G. This is precisely the
definition of the map EP of Corollary 5.9.
Corollary 5.9 asserts that {EP)Pe[{1)[jS (G) /G] is a family of orthogonal idempotents
whose sum is the identity. Dualizing this, we obtain Bouc's result.
(7.4) PROPOSITION (BOUC [4, Theoreme 1]). (^p)Pet{i}us (G)/G] is a family of
orthogonal idempotents whose sum is the identity.
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